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RCA Laboratories model with an 18 by 24-inch screen showing how Bob Hope may appear on future home television, & 

* a ee "yg © oe _ = 
New Projection Television - Bob Hopes face’ big as life (8 a ; 

oo Wy as 
Can you picture Bob Hope cn television pensive plastic, is 8 times as efficient for the BRE e LE i i x 
... seeing his face big as life—right in your _ purpose as the finest optical lens. = a os 5 
retain ° . oO ae | 

own living room: When you buy an RCA radio, phono- ’ oa 
Well, you will—for now, thanks to RCA graph or television receiver—or any other : € » Dn 

research, all limitations on the size of home RCA product—you receive the benefit of a ee ee 
television screens have been removed. the latest research development of RCA ‘ ; oo 

. aboratories. It is this plus val hich Dr. D. W. Epstein with a projection 
RCA Projection Television sets can have Laboratories. It is this plus value WHICH IS television tube, reflector and lens 

16 by 24-inch pictures, or for that matter, your assurance of lasting satisfaction. unit. Here the image on the end of 
pictures as large «s the screen in a “movie” The widespread ublic: recownition of the tube hits the reflector, is cor- 
theater! ‘ P i 8 rected by the lens, projected to the 

this plus value has given to RCA world screen, then enlarged making 
When you tune in an NBC television _ leadership in the radio, phonograph, televi- possible larger and clearer televi- 

broadcast you'll almost think the actors are __ sion and electronic art. sion than ever before, 
in the same room with you—and trust NBC, 
America’s No. 1 network in sound broad- 

casting, to bring you the best in television casting, to bring RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
This revolutionary improvement was 

achieved in RCA Laboratories by develop- PIONEERS IN PROGRESS 
ment of an entirely new reflector and lens, 
shown in phantom above. This lens, of inex- 

a aaa | a i S  _
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In a field hospital, a SURGEON uses a new da iy ae OS 

x-ray machine that marks the exact location KE nel 2 eee » 

of the bullet, speeds life-saving behind ea \ = A eX { 
MeN re, WN \ 

the battle line. my a Pye aN 

«+. the name on the X-RAY MACHINE is Westinghouse. RV pire Ec ee ey h ay? a ; 

GR 2 esl ay ieee nian enna: ee iy | ap ~~ 

~~ ae EL 
i St 

ge oe S 

ee ae i | In a laboratory an ENGINEER uses the Bey. . ie e S . 
7 le, ee ‘ 

naa Ff ss instantaneous power of 75,000 thunderbolts 

== A | wa to test giant circuit breakers that protect 
i ae eee / } 

‘e ye ~~ | America’s power systems. 

N = 4 ri) — rd ag . +. the name on the CIRCUIT BREAKER is Westinghouse. 

x e x : . 2 = a 
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In his tent a SOLDIER uses a bug bomb to sg Me A fF» 

destroy insect life — safeguarding health [| -~. Af Px 

and increasing comfort in tropical jungles. (Ay A ae Yi, : . 
g iyi yn AN | 
Vi Pe a es . en 

«the name on the BUG BOMB is Westinghouse. " Ny y rs i) ing |. eee 
ieey | eer ee / 

he, ES) a ctinceatitte ne Se 1 a aS ag ay 

a ek oY > “| Ina war planta WORKER uses an electro- 

rd ee |) “ee! magnetic device to detect flaws in heat-treated " \& View ft oing ee | 

=) 4 i bearing races — keeping our combat vehicles . le es Pr. / | 
it ae eC Po . . 

@ 1 iP |. 4 i y rolling on to victory. 

— te wee” i, a io a .+. the name on the ELECTROMAGNETIC DEVICE 
\ 4 _ wa i) Veg 2 , ) is Westinghouse. 

\ TNE Nw <60 
eo ee TODAY—Westinghouse products are serving in every battle, 

~ on every front, in the war against aggression. 
e 

Vestinghouse TOMORROW -— New processes and new materials...created 
under the stress of war... will mean better and longer- 

PRANTS IN 25 CITIES RTISES ENESEISUEEE lasting Westinghouse products for a world at peace. 

Tune in: JOH\N CHARLES THOMAS—Sunday 2:30 pm, EWT, NBC. TED MALONE—Mon. Tues. Wed. Evening, Blue Network 
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Chemicals protect crops— vital aid in processing and packaging 

A well-filled lunch box—a bountiful home table—pantry and refrigerator \ 
well stocked with wholesome food— ‘ 

That’s an American custom and millions of people are on the job to see that this custom 
prevails. Nature provides sun and soil, air and moisture. Man contributes labor. And ameng his 
tools none is more essential than chemicals—notably spraying and dusting materials. \ 

: ¥ ‘ \ 
Special care must be taken to protect growing crops from destructive pests, and ae rely 
heavily on Dow insecticides and fungicides. Dow Dormant Sprays, such as DN-Dry Min, 
and other products such as “Mike” Sulfur, DN-111, to control red mite, Bordow, { 

Arsenate of Lead, Calcium Arsenate and Paris Green, have their special jobs to do in \ 

orchards, groves, fields and gardens. ! 

. . : oo ay Much of this food must be protected from infestations _ = ae } ile ——— , ' a = aaeN ea: 
while in storage or en route in cars or ships, as I aed Mall en “ey 

well as in processing and packaging. Great quantities Sea eee eS 

of Methyl Bromide, Chloropicrin, Dow grain LC oe li 

fumigant mixtures and other chemical materials are i .. 
required for such purposes. All these Dow products iL = . ei 

are produced so that a hungry world can have more | =. D OW je 
and better food. L : . : Q f Pe «e : | 7 

CHEMICALS INDISPENSABLE} THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, MIDLAND, MICHIGAN =| yo woustry AND vicrory} 
New York * Boston « Philadelphia * Washington « Cleveland © Detroit en 

Chicago * St.Louis ¢ Houston » SanFrancisco » Los Angeles « Seatile fe ed 
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... but Mrs. J. Woofington Smith-Smythe wishes That is why over 300 million New Departure 

she hadn’t had to demonstrate it in just that way. Ball Bearings are at work in this war. That is why 

Especially since that fundamental fact ts being dem- designers of new and better machinery are design- 

onstrated in thousands of ways in every phase of ing more ball bearings into it than ever before. 

war and industry. a2 We believe that nothing but the ball bearing has 

For the ball bearing carries the loads on free- fax so many and yaried advantages—in so many 

rolling steel balls—making possible the higher ® Os applications. Particularly when backed by the 

speeds, heavier loads and rigidity essential to AS technical skill and experience that goes into 
the latest developments in war and industry. Aa p™4_~_sNew Departure Ball Bearings. 

NSP iA 

BALL BEARINGS 
3058 

NEW DEPARTURE ¢ DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS ¢ BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT + Sales Branches: DETROIT »* CHICAGO « LOS ANGELES 
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THREE-TON TUMOR 

LARGE chunk of metal, containing a pieces small enough VALID 
A mixture of coke and sandformed _ for removal with the FROM IRON IN 
inside this huge drum casting when the oxygen lance—an in- 

hot metal accidentally broke through strument which cuts ° 
the sand during the pouring operation. through heavy thick- 
This “tumor”— about two feet in diam- nesses of metal with a jet of oxygen. | Through these products, through this 
eter and five feet long—was too big The treatment was followed; the research and through its field engi- 
to be removed through the openings “operation” was completed success- neering service, Air Reduction has 
in the end of the drum. The casting— fully in forty hours and the $1500 rendered important aid to many manu- 
costing in the neighborhood of $1500 patient went right to work at its ap- facturers in their wartime task of pro- 
— was too valuable to be scrapped. pointed task. ducing the tools of victory. 

So a member of Air Reduction's The oxygen lance is one of scores For additional information on Airco 
Applied Engineering staff was called of Airco products for the shaping, oxyacetylene flame processes and 
into consultation. He studied the case joining’ and treating of metals with their many applications in war and 
and prescribed cutting the tumor into the oxyacetylene flame and electric peacetime industry, write for a free 

arc. Many of these products were de- copy of the interesting publication 
veloped by Air Reduction for use in “Airco in the News". Address your 
new and improved processes which request to Dept. CP, Air Reduction, 60 

) BE have grown out of Airco’s extensive East 42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y. 
Y Dl research activities. * BUY UNITED STATES WAR BONDS * 

We 

AIR REDUCTION SALES COMPANY 

MAGNOLIA AIRCO GAS PRODUCTS CO, AI R 
(NATIONAL CARBIDE CORPORATION, R 
PURE CARBONIC, INCORPORATED. QIRCO) E DUC TI oO N 
THE OHIO CHEMICAL & MFG. CO. 60 EAST 42nd STREET ° NEW YORK 17, N. Y. 
‘WILSON WELDER & METALS CO., INC. 

OXYGEN, ACETYLENE AND OTHER ATMOSPHERIC GASES * GAS WELDING AND CUTTING APPARATUS + CALCIUM CARBIDE 
ARC WELDING MACHINES AND SUPPLIES * CARBON DIOXIDE + “DRY ICE” » ANAESTHETIC AND THERAPEUTIC GASES AND APPARATUS 
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It’s All In 
The Engineering World _ 

—June Hartnell, e’46 

oa common, matter-of-fact occurrences as a dirty NaAISiO:, permutit being essentially the same. Then 

ring found in the bathtub (and just when you wanted water containing calcium or magnesium salt on passing 

that bath), a cake rising from just a little dough put into through this material reacts as follows: 

the pan, a little bit of sticky, gummy liquid sticking two CaSO: +. 2 NaAISiO: =Na:SO: -{- Ca(AlSiO:): 
pieces of china or bits of wood together seem so common The sodium is replaced by the calcium ions. 

that only a passing thought is given to them. Yet each is The main idea behind the softening of water is to re- 

important; each plays its part in this modern scientific place the calcium and magnesium salts with sodium salts. 
world. Washing soda (sodium carbonate) could be used, but the 

As an example, consider that ring around the bathtub. calcium and magnesium precipitate as carbonates and in 

In reality it is a ring of scum caused by large soap con- laundering clothes will leave a grayish tint (Tattletale 
sumption necessitated by the presence of hard water which Gray — don’t let your sheets have that grayish appear- 

requires a large amount of soap to produce a satisfactory ance) that naturally is objectionable. Sodium metaphos- 
lather. The hardness of water can be expressed by the phate, recently developed forms no precipitate and is 

amount of soap solution needed to form a suds. Hard- much more acceptable. (It will leave your sheets and pil- 

ness can be of two kinds: temporary hardness and perma- [ow cases shining white, fellows. See your grocer today.) 
nent hardness. The first can be illustrated by the scale The choice then is up to you! It is between the use of 

formed on the inside of a tea kettle. This is temporary some cheap chemical that will remove both temporary and 
hardness because it can be removed by boiling. (That is, permanent hardness or the use of excessive amounts of 
of course, if you can boil water without burning it.) Per- soap and the resulting ring around the bathtub. 

manent hardness, however, presents another problem, be- And chen, have gow dhoughe about eating glue? Thay 

cause it can’t be removed unless it is chemically treated or ; s . 
od 5 : ‘ ‘ is, beside that that is on envelopes. Of course, you say it 

distilled. The ring around the bathtub is the interacting . . 
. , would probably stick going down and although no one 

of the soap with both kinds of hardness. , : 
has probably ever intentionally eaten glue, everyone has 

Hardness is due to the presence of chemical salts in eaten foods which from a chemical viewpoint behave much 
solution. Some of these do not interfere with the forma- [ike glue. 

tion of lather and will not form a precipitate such as this These foods are called colloids and are called that be- 

scum when mixed with soaps. Analyses have shown that cause when dissolved in water they wouldn’t pass through 
_ the objectionable salts in natural waters are those of mag- , .embrane. And the word eelleid comes from. the: Greek 

nesium and calcium. To illustrate this, take some Epsom word “colla” which means glue. Here’s some of those 

salts (magnesium sulfate) and dissolve in some water. foods in the glue family: whipped cream, mayonnaise 

Te will take much more soap to produce a lather here than salad dressing, jelly, milk. 

in the absence of the Epsom salts. . : / 

As an illustration of the precipitate caused with a cal- Closely related to this is the souring of milk, really 
. part of colloidal behavior. Milk can really be considered 

cium salt, : : : : a 
as an emulsion of oil or fat in water. And this emulsion is 

CaCk: + 2 CeH»COONa = (CuHsCOO)-Ca + 2 NaCl. stabilized by another colloidal substance which coats them 

Ordinary soap is not a pure compound, but is largely a and has an attraction for the solvent. This protective skin 
mixture of the sodium salts of oleic, palmitic, and stearic jg a protein, casein. In water, these proteins give up elec- 

acids. The precipitate which forms is a mixture of the trically charged particles depending on the alkalinity or 
calcium stearates, and the other products of the reaction acidity of the water. In milk, this charge is negative. It is 

are sodium salts left in solution and producing no effect this charge which causes repelsion and keeps the particles 
on the lather-forming properties. apart. The souring of milk occurs when bacteria in the 

One common method of softening the water for house- milk act on the lactose and produce acidity in the milk. 

hold use is by the use of zeolites and permutit. Zeolites This acid breaks the protective skin by eliminating the 

occur in nature and are sodium aluminum silicates such as (continued on page 29) 
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Weather Forecasting 
A Westinghouse Talent Search Essay —Wayland Evan Noland 

[yp Bteereneer is “the branch of physics treating of from. From the overall picture thus obtained the profes- 

the atmosphere and its phenomena, especially of its sional forecaster can judge what kind of weather to ex- 

variations of heat and moisture, of its winds, storms, etc.” pect. 

The practical application of meteorology is weather fore- The amateur must know three things to make a fore- 

casting. cast: wind direction, cloud conditions, and past behavior 

of the weather in his area. The thermometer is also neces- 

ee sary to forecast exact temperatures. 

eon a Wind direction can best be determined by observing 

c : . smoke from a tall smokestack or by observing a weather 

ke 4 y vane placed high enough to be unaffected by winds de- 
C. ( flected by obstacles on the ground. Bending of trees and 
Pe : the drift of low clouds also indicate wind direction. 
 . ' 4 Smoke is best as it indicates approximate velocity and is 

| affected by breezes too weak to turn a weather vane. 

fe j ; A Knowledge of wind direction is important in forecasting 

ae the approach of high and low pressure areas. 

{ Cloud forms are also important. An amateur should 

i : wr a y ' , ~ know the ten cloud forms recognized by the International 

eo yo acautl a Meteorological Committee and described in the Interna- 

= ~~ — tional Cloud Atlas. He should also know what kind of 
a 7 weather the various forms portend. I have found it gen- 

YY. erally true that higher clouds such as cirrus give the 

2 meet earliest warning of an approaching storm. Each cloud 

. ~ form has its own significance in forecasting. 

Mousntul See Oe ne fod, eee cane Saal Wind direction and cloud forms indicate little without 

feels its way through the outer anchorage of an East the knowledge gained by observation and study of local 
Coast port. Fog is just one of the weather conditions climatology. And acquaintance with the causes of weather 
which vitally affect shipping. change is valuable to the amateur forecaster. Wind, pre- 

cipitation, and temperature changes are caused by high 

For six years I have been interested in weather fore- dnd lew paeasiite areas which: sesultifeom the: convergence 
: . . . of cold and warm air masses. 

casting. I have issued daily forecasts for three years, in- : 

cluding a summer each at Trout Lake, Wisconsin, and After observing the weather for several years, I am 
Exeter, New Hampshire, and the test of the time at home convinced that cirrus clouds are usually the first sign of 

in Madison, Wisconsin. My daily forecast would be is- *” approaching low pressure area, or cyclone, as it is often 

sued every afternoon for the following thirty-six hours. called. Usually they come from the southwest, west, ot 

The problems of an amateur weather forecaster are dif- northwest. 

ferent from those of a professional. The amateur must When they come from the southwest, the wind may be 

rely on his experience and on local weather conditions. expected to become northeast and to back toward the 

Such instruments as the hygrometer and barometer are of north and northwest as the center of the cyclone passes to 

little value to the amateur except for short-term fore- the south of the observer. Light precipitation and cold, 

casts. The saying, “The barometer is an instrument to cloudy weather may be expected. 

tell what kind of weather we’re having,” is true for the When the cirrus comes from the west the wind may be 

amateur. The value of the barometer to the professional expected to become east. Much precipitation and strong 

is that it indicates weather conditions at distant stations, winds may be expected because the center of the cyclone 

especially to the west where most of our weather comes will pass close to the observer. The wind will either back 
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or veer to the west depending on whether the center of The reason for a study of amateur weather forecasting 

the cyclone passes to the north or south of the observer. is twofold: it is a very interesting and practical subject. 

When the cirrus comes from the northwest the wind The study of the causes of wind, rain, and temperature 

may be expected to become southeast and veer to the changes are of interest to anyone because they have such 

northwest as the center of the cyclone passes to the north 4 profound influence on his life. 

of the observer. Considerable precipitation and warm Amateur weather forecasting is the first step in becom- 

weather may be expected, followed by much colder weath- !"8 2 professional meteorologist. The amateur weather 

er when the cold front, indicated by the northwest wind, forecaster has an advantage over one who has not pre- 

areiveR viously studied the weather because he already under- 

& ‘ 3 oa ic princi logy. Al 
Unfortunately, no rule is infallible in specific instances. stands the bas cP — oi ee ar though 

The forecaster must, therefore, rely upon experience he +> pani ae as not always been a aoe ir ePyocation, Ht 
: . . i t 

has gained from previous observations. Such common Fapiay DECREE, SOvSIREE muetecke ogy has beth recog 

expressions as “Mackerel scales and mares” tails make nized as one of the most important sciences. There is much 

lofty ships carry low sails” and “Thunder in the morning, esearch to be done: in meteorology, especially:in' the bes 

sailors take warning” are based on the experiences of havior iN aie, atmosphere and the effect of sun- 
: ther. many people and are very often true. It is, therefore, es- ~ oniene-weal 1 ill . . 

sential for an observer to have a reservoir of previous Ss am avocation, meteoro.ogy wt continue to be of in 

observation and study to rely upon in making forecasts. fren and ae bench = will aid young people in 
: ecoming professional meteorologists. 

In the actual preparation of the forecast the amateur BP 8 oye 

should consider the interests of those for whom he is Mekcoralogy has much tovniier to the:progesss af civili 
forecasting, Mies people wane eo Raow whecker ix all zation. As aviation becomes more important, so will me- 

. ° . teorolo increase in importance. Safety in the air is 
rain or snow, what the temperature will be, and whether d ah EI her ant y . L 

. . . ependent upon accurate weather information. It ma 
the sun will shine. The forecast should be comprehensive, b Y d dee 1 her f b 

% : e foun at long-range weather forecasts can be made 
unambiguous, and short enough to be easily remembered, 8 BS . 
for inst from sunspot cycles, giving even more adequate warning 
or instance: . 
“Much cold sate, Ries 5° bel . to farmers of frosts, droughts, and destructive storms. 
a ma “ er ae fs : LLM e os Fontinued It is obvious, therefore, that meteorology is destined to 

co an clear with minimum tomorrow night at become ever more important. 

below. —Courtesy Science Service 

BAT Cee 
Hk HO ei, Lee 0 aa | 
ee ee ih ae a ree ry ' me 

oe ee Loe ee ee | a f vey i oF 
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—— CO 

_— 
a 7 : 

adie ae LULA areata i Aaa y HH Tc 
ca HAD ay 

~-Cuts Courtesy Coast Guard 

WINTER SEAS—Forewarning of storms is valuable not only to farmers and aviators but 
also to ships at sea. Here a rough riding Coast Guard 63 footer cuts through a mighty 
wave during gruelling air-sea rescue tests in the North Atlantic. 
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Women In Medical 
Research — path ide Nite 

A Westinghouse Talent Search Essay co —_— : 

PPHE world of today is a world of science, and one of «£4 ou | 
the most important phases of science is medical re- a : a ~~" ' : 

search. Right now the United States Government is send- — 

ing out an urgent call for young women workers in every _.. 

sphere of scientific activity. Several of the country’s great- - | 
est scientists have stated that the present war will be won 1 Ove Pl i | _ 
in the research laboratories of the United States. It is for 7 fy ‘S f | | 
this reason that I, a high school senior, am considering - | | a. 
medical research in my proposed science project. Being \ ANY ; : ed : _. 
confined by the many limits imposed by a small town Ny » rN P Atte i ae E. 
school, I have been unable to carry on any extensive lab- . Se hap 4 i G 7% Ye 
oratory projects as are possible in a larger institution. “a rt. : N . 7 

Naturally this pressing need for women in science is a pe ~~ 

result of the war and it is our duty to do something about i a] me) \ . 
it. However, there are many more reasons for my interest . r a 
in this line of work in addition to patriotic motives. I be- <a.” ——_ be til = ll is 
lieve it is one profession that is never lacking in new in- : Bae a 
terest. There is never a time when one would feel that he eo » } iia “ae ti 
had done all that could be done, discovered all that could ce 7 - a : are é 
be known, or reached the point where there was no longer oe 4 s 
any room for further advancement. . . . co 

This call is often for research workers to study and Miss Sohne Mouromseff, bactoriologist. s show oil moving a rack of virus tubes in preparation for an improve methods of destruction. Better, faster, and more ultraviolet exposure. 
horrible wholesale means of killing are the order of the —Courtesy Westinghouse 
day. However, in my opinion, the purpose of sig lives 
and relieving suffering is fully as vital as learning new 

ways of administering death in great doses. When there ery yellow-brown stuff from bread and cheese mold is 
is more pain and more lives are being lost in the world equally capable of killing the harmful bacteria. It will 
now than ever before, what is as important as the advance- take time and work to discover by the old trial-and-error 
ment of life-saving and pain-relieving agencies? Won’t method how and why this is true. It is the aim of the 
we win the war just as quickly by saving our own men as authorities to make penicillin available for civilian use 
by killing the enemy? Therefore, I say that America after the war. 
needs toilers for life as much as and more than toilers First, of course, the armed forces need all that can be 
for death and destruction. produced by the present method. The sulfa drugs have 

There is unlimited opportunity for progress in the been used by our fighting men for some time but many 
study, improvement, and communization of the newly people suffer unpleasant after-effects from the sulfas. 
discovered weapons against disease and infection. That penicillin doesn’t cause any such reaction in the body 

Let us take for an example one of the most interesting {s another reason why it must be developed. 
and beneficial of all new medical discoveries—penicillin, Now we have found that one does not need to fear that 
Penicillin, or technically speaking, Penicilliumnotatum, penicillin will harm him but the question is raised—what 
was discovered quite by accident by Dr. Alexander Flem- can penicillin do? It has proved to be most efficient in 
ing when this unknown agent ruined his culture of staphy- the treatment of some of the most dreaded diseases to 
lococci at the University of London in 1929. Unfortu. which the human body is subject. Pneumonia, gonorrhea, 
nately, its development, perfection and the great business syphilis, blood poisoning, streptococcus infection and in- 
of making it available for all will not come by any miracle fection in open wounds all have bowed before their master, 
out of the sky. It has been found that not all of the pow- (continued on page 26) 
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\ —John E. Lough, m’47 

‘Te government wants a new plant to produce materials out of light weight cardboard. The templates were made 

for war. It must be placed in a locality that can sup- to the same scale as the layout drawing of the building. 

ply the manpower without crippling the manufacturing of A notation consisting of the name of the machine or 

other important war products in that area. It must be equipment represented, its serial number and, if it had 

built where the transportation problem will not overbur- a motor, the horsepower of the moter was printed on each 

den any already congested transportation services and template. The cardboard out of which the templates were 

where electrical power is available. The new plant must be cut was of different colors following a code depending 
managed by capable men whose absence from any other upon the type of machine or equipment. Buff was used 

businesses would not hinder the war effort. This plant for partitions; yellow for new equipment; red for ovens 

must be built as swiftly as possible and contain every and heat treating furnaces; and brown for storage equip- 
modern facility for production efficiency. ment like shelves and racks. After the departments were 

This ig the problem that has been solved many times laid out the templates were pinned in place with tacks of 

: : different colors which followed another code. An exam- 
since the war began. The government picks the area for ~ 
hi * ot ple 1s the use of an orange pin or tack for new machinery 
the proposed. location and asks a company whose efficiency ‘ : . 

2 and a red one for old machinery. Colored string is often 
and cooperation have been proven to undertake to plan ‘Lied i ¢ 4 F : 
the new factory. If the plans are accepted in Washington “S° Lontenote: Nes OR-CORVEYORSIaNG foutes Oh operations 

3 : on the layout board. 
the factory will be under the management of this company. 

. . i. . The job of laying out the individual departments was 
The project we are interested in is planning the factory _, . . . 

. : given to an engineer thoroughly acquainted with the 
to house the equipment of manufacture. To best illustrate : : 

: . : equipment, the problems and. the requirements of the 
the procedure that is generally followed in the planning 

. department. For final layouts of some departments the 
of a government-controlled plant we will take an actual . . . 

" 5 ‘ engineer held consultations with other experts. The man 
case, the manufacturing of the forged aluminum cylinder is 5 

; responsible for a department may work for days without 
head, and follow it through. Although the steps of plan- : 

‘ : : < any appreciable results; but eventually the department 
ning may vary in complexity and sequence for different . 

: will be put in an acceptable form on the layout board. To 
products, the trend of the procedure followed is the same. _ . 

sos . : find the most efficient and final position for a template in 
This is the actual method that was followed in laying out : a . 

: = a department involved numerous trials in which the tem- 
a plant to produce finished cylinder heads. : - - ; 

. plates of the machines, equipment and sometimes build- 

The first thing done was to survey the land and make a ing partitions and entire departments were shifted around 
set of drawings of the area including the surrounding in g seemingly aimless pattern. The group of men setting 

buildings, railroad, roads and power lines. Then three up the plant layout work cooperatively in planning the 

ay ae Eche, a a ee the forged individual departments that make up the plant. Although 

cylinder head. One of the men collected Gata concerning one man may not be responsible for more than one or 

the receiving, handling, shipping and storage of parts that possibly two departments the dependent association of the 
compose the head. Another collected blue prints of all  jumerous departments in the plant make close cooperation 
the machines used in machining the parts and the equip- necessary in planning. 
ment needed in the inspection departments. The third . 

: : i : The locations of the roads, ramps, truck transport 
engineer studied the methods of handling the cylinder : : : 

5 ‘ ‘i ‘ docks, railroad docks and railroad spurs on the outside of 
heads in the heat treating and paint departments. This a . 

. : : : the building offer a major problem that must be solved. 
was the beginning of the big job, the layout of general ee 

Another problem to be worked out before any efficient 
areas for each department and then the layout of the de- . . , . 
partments in detail manufacturing can be done is the handling of materials. 

, . This includes all storage before and after each separate 

The general areas of the departments having been department, the disposal of scrap from machining areas, 

determined, drawings were made of four or five proposed the moving of all materials within the building and outside 

buildings. A plan drawing of the approved building cho- the building. When material arrives on a receiving depart- 
sen from the proposed drawings was laid on a layout ment dock it must be stored; before it is worked on in any 
board. Then templates of the plan view of the machines department it must be stored; after the cycle of operations 

to be placed in each department in the building were cut (please turn to page 32) 
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ee ee rpopay Latin America is closely 

. Ee linked to the United States by 

: | the common ideal of freedom. But 

| Nature has also linked the countries 

: ee | together with physical ties. And to- 

| day these two links are working to- 

i : se gether, building up a third — eco- 

Bia sn SY itd Hs) : nomic solidarity. 

bee ie ae : Oe a ay When the war first broke out, the 

OT og ot fat Pi gigs calla a oe | Americas found themselves without 

ee ae 1 = a y Ne “ es many vital engineering materials 

—— ay Tea 4 os oe ee eee oe vital to industry. Many of these 

ia, ee 1 i EE OS ome ge pe were present in the Latin Americas, 
Li fis AGE gaint ek a os . = ame 7a bo oF but they hadn’t been built up. With 

= ‘ ’ ee : “oh Ke ej the threat of the Axis, the countries 

‘ j a a, = r : ae ; had to look to each other for as- 

<r eee i . “a ee ; sistance. Even then, though, it was 

— i oll ma ee. a as not a new idea; it was one for which 

- . en . ~~ = ps ay —_ et ont Americans had 

a eo oe See —_—— worked hard and long. e dream 
me ae te Fae, oS seo — x : has not been fulfilled to nth degree, 

WS wr S— “ek cS a rae but it is reaching out and causing 

a Nt ome _ 2 eS —s = much political unity among groups 

of nations. 

Through the products of engi- 

neering, international services, and 

pore — ee contacts of engineering companies 

. | and agencies, the Latin Americas 

+ are being aided in the building up 

: i of their natural resources. 

| There are twenty independent na- 
' tions in Latin America, not includ- 

“ i ing the United States. In Central 

4 & eel { America there are Costa Rica, El 

i Z a ae 3 ‘ae i Salvador, Mexico, Nicaragua, Gua- 

gg ip OO  . WS D7 ! temala, Panama, and Honduras. 

7 kanes meses. 7 oS AN \ Cuba, Haiti, and Dominican Repub- 

Lbs i ms ls 4} lic are the three island countries. 

The He SS : j The other ten—Argentina, Brazil, 

rN | —__ ig || bi = Colombia, Venezuela, Paraguay, 

| aoe ll a. | 4 Uraguay, Chile, Peru, Bolivia, and 

a@, M i foo Ecuador—are the republics of South 

America. Together these twenty 

: i ee nations have a combined area of 

Sra : oc ay Secs a over 8,000,000 square miles and a 

a eorseine Cee | population of about 125,000,000 
ee ere ee cae Bes OS a = od people. They, before the war, de- 

rae eS Peay pe ae PONE Oe eee pended on the production of other 

es . a — countries. For instance, in 1940, 
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Latin A ica? atin America: 
—June Hartnell, 46 

before production was restricted, a sae iia as” 

they imported about thirty million a | — - aia 

dollars worth of electrical goods A cena 4 So E est ; Ure " 

alone from the United States. ue ace a — LN > aca Oe --) 

What is happening today to the pane oo = ee zz meg 

Latin Americas might be compared aaa mame a 4 

to that in the United States before teal. . . 
and during the industrial expansion. ir 7 ia ee ; ro ey 7s { 

Before the war, the Latin Americas eo D i es am Be ei Siig 

had been chiefly concerned with se si. : _ pe wait sen ae Laas <g 

agriculture and mining; now the is yy ae ite ee at ae \gNa a . 

transition is being towards indus- ae ye Vas A Fa oe i ea We r 9" fl 

try. a S/S . , en eo Ne inns 

Perhaps the war opened the eyes ; a aw as es ad or. ee \ nh i 

of the Latin Americas; the realiza- qi a na a din r i a y Vi 1 

tion of their dependency on other a is ail i. 7 | Accel y, ) | 

nations for supplies and goods was if Pe se | a a res. f /\ ia 

forced upon them; but also the L a a oto: | y ae i 
Ba ‘ oie ’ ae i 4 al ' 

realization of the possible potentiali- ee « | i Ks | 

ties in their own borders. A good : A ‘2 \ td f . ik af 

example of this is the case of iron » oe / “ 3 if fs ale ae ee! 

ore. Except as a medium of ex- ( j ey i fa i] 

change, iron ore was of little value ' EB : bia Z — 

to them. Now they are mining their 

iron ore and sending it to their own 

steel mills for conversion into usable : . 

and needed materials. rads 

In many essential commodities, Ee aah te a iaiiaa. eae 

Latin America could exceed the pro- . : Re coal habakeidican aa 

duction of foreign countries. There ea c > nn a oe a ae 

is iron in Brazil, nickel in Cuba, tin ’ eens etl a Mae SP a, 

in Bolivia, copper in Peru, meat and ; oe 4 a A: < Pie ee og! x 

textiles in Argentina, oil and min- ? aes Pont a a en : 

erals in Mexico, more oil in Vene- Og aa er PO ae a e cist ieee 

zuela, nitrates in Chile. Electricity el res ‘ (yo Pate SS ee a : seg! pe 

is as essential and as vital to the de- on Sas Fie itt ES remagee( hes 4 

velopment of these natural re- ey © ae ecompnet. ee ey 

sources as is water to the growth of ea ee ‘sy a ee Pi 4 2 Se 

a plant. International aid and col- ao a . BB oe c : te : a a 

laboration can and is speeding the i p : —. wot. A oe at. 

introduction of new skills and tech- oa Ff gy ge oo ‘ oe FS Pa: 

niques needed to build, operate, and ae ao on a a ee : a a 

work the industries already estab- ee oe ee ‘ ae 

lished and being established. 

The fact that all the Latin 

Americas are joined together now oe 

either with broken diplomatic rela- oe : 

tions or actually at war is bonding : 

(continued on page 30) 
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E ion Valve Control 

{ Refrigeration Syst 
—Gene Daniels, e’46 

Cones devices generally employed in refrigeration ipa 
systems today include expansion valves, high and low a B 

pee floats, = oe tubes. wie the increased —v a) Bm 
use of hermetically sealed domestic units, float and capil- SSS FIG. 1 
lary controls have particularly come into favor because of . Fe EP LE Cross- 
their low cost and adaptability to quantity production. Ls aes a Seceers 
They have their disadvantages, however; high pressure Metinieien EN Nz y ges, ; high p' PRL GN Nay of a 

floats require that the total amount of refrigerant charge Hl Vue Ge Typical 
be kept constant within certain limits, too great a charge ae ANG H Thermostats 

resulting in excessively high pressures. Capillary tubes = ENE a VN IN Val 
are rather susceptible to clogging from dirt or sludge in LATA H ave ‘3 “ats IS the system and are rarely used for capacities over 1/4 ton SSE NN 
(one ton of refrigeration is the heat required to melt one Sih Alte 
ton of ice per day). 

Je Hu AH Nf g 
The most versatile controls are the expansion valves. ai we ie 

The two kinds of expansion valves which can be depended (oo a 
upon to give efficient control of systems ranging from 
1/6 ton household boxes to 50 ton air conditioning jobs satisfactory performance when used on the average ap- 
are the constant pressure or automatic valve and the con- plication. 
stant superheat or thermostatic valve. Both are essentially Figure 2 shows how a system equipped with a thermo- 
the same in fundamental principle; a needle fitting tightly static expansion valve is operated by a pressure switch; : 
in an orifice, the stroke of the needle and, therefore, the when the pressure in the system rises sufficiently to close 
effective area of the orifice being determined by an equi- the contacts, the compressor starts and the pressure is 
librium of forces on the two sides of a gas-tight beryllium- reduced. The force underneath the diaphragm is there- 
copper or stainless steel diaphragm. by reduced, opening the valve and allowing refrigerant 

to flow into the system. When the feeler bulb is cooled, it 
The Thermostatic Valve begins to throttle the valve. Gradually the suction pres- 

. | . h sure is reduced and the pressure switch kicks out, com- 
This valve keeps the suction end of the Svapotator: at pleting the cycle. The pressure at which evaporation takes 

Siar. pre-determined temperature, the supetheat, above place in a thermostatic system is determined by the ca- 
what corresponding to the Pressure at its (the expansion pacity of the condensing unit used and the load on the valve) outlet. It is accomplished by having one of the evaporator, 
forces above the diaphragm due to the pressure of some (continued on page 29) 
~efrigerant charged in a feeler bulb connected to the head nae teramn 
of the valve by three or four feet of capillary tubing. SMM rsccsrsrcersrseerseeeesierrrererret 

ed TTT When the bulb is securely clamped to the suction end of ge ence 
the evaporator and perhaps insulated to reduce the effect [es 
of ampient temperature, the force above the diaphragm sp 
is the sum of the force of the loading spring and that due at clea] cmemeneownen 
to the pressure of the bulb charge, now at the same tem- p i | 
perature as the end of the evaporator. Underneath the ‘ Lit 4 Se 
diaphragm, the forces are due to the adjusting spring and “ls rrurnavucceaeanig rr the evaporator pressure. The thermostatic valve shown ry SD 
in Figure 1 has an adjusting spring at the bottom with SSE Sf 
which its superheat may be varied from about 0 to 30 Eaten) 
degrees. Some valves are factory set and sealed at a FIG. 2 
superheat of 10 degrees, which has been found to give Thermostatic Valve Application 
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wee UNION CARBIDE AGAIN REPORTS a on the production of 

for the Government's Synthetic Rubber Program 

- / << “@ "> ONE OF THE Most Important factors in the Two more great plants using Carbide’s alcohol process—and 
_ - | §£ ™ 4 Government’s rubber program is the produc- Luilt from the blueprints of the Institute plant—are in full pro- 
. | é tion of GR-S type synthetic rubber. duction. One of these, with an annual rated capacity of 80,000 
o . - : . ~The basic chemical in this rubber is Butadiene, tons of Butadiene is located at Kobuta, Pennsylvania and is 
| : which can be made from alcohol or hydrocarbon materials. operated for the Government by another important chemical 
_ 2 The Government’s original plan provided that about one third company. 
_ oS of the required Butadiene would be made by CARBIDE AND The second, with a rated capacity of 60,000 tons a year, is oper- — = CARBON CHEMICALS CORPORATION’S alcohol process. ated for the Government by Carbide at Louisville, Kentucky — 

S| In 1943, their first year of operation, however, the plants using making the total rated capacity of the two huge plants now 
= this process produced over 75 per cent of all Butadicne made for operated by Carbide 140,000 tons a year. 

_ ee GR-S type synthetic rubber. In 1944, the production of Butadiene from the three plants 
o a _ In 1944, the second year, these plants produced about 64 per using the alcohol process totaled 361,000 tons—representing 
_ cent of all Butadiene necessary for military and essential civilian operation at over 164 per cent of rated capacity. An even higher 
| oo rubber. This was true despite the fact that good progress had rate is expected in 1945, 

F e | been made in the production of Butadiene by other processes. ‘ 7 ‘ * * 

Ty | THE RECORD Before Pearl Harbor, the United States was a “have not” na- 
_ tion with respect to rubber. Now, thanks to Ameri h, ee The first tank-car load of Butadiene was shipped from the Gov- TON Ney reek 20.2 Se anise 1 AMOECAM: research, gece 7 2 e x . engineering and production skill, our coun- MS ee ernment’s Carbide-built, Carbide-operated plant at Institute, a « ae or West Virginia a littl try can take its place as a dominant factor ¢ Ds. 

eS O8F Varela a dtterover two years'ago. among the great rubber producing nations of ¢ 4g APS " : This was just five months after the famous Baruch Committee the world. petite ANG £. S| Report pointed out this nation’s desperate need for rubber—and ~“ 
gh approved Carbide’s butadiene alcohol process, originally selected v 

_ by Rubber Reserve Company, as one of theolutions: Business men, technicians, teachers, and others are invited to send for the In its first year the Institute plant, with a rated capacity of book P5 “Butadiene and Styrene for Buna S Synthetic Rubber from 
_— 80,000 tons per year, produced enough Butadiene for more than Grain Alcohol,” which explains what these plants do, and what their place 
oF 90,000 long tons of synthetic rubber. is in the Government’s rubber program. 

oo. SEPTEMBER 10, 1942 AUGUST 31, 1944 
— a “Of all the critical and strategic materials, rubber is “Undoubtedly the outstanding achievement of your company has been the develop- ro the one which presents the greatest threat to the safety ment of your process for the production of Butadiene from alcohol. With a rather Pf of our nation, and to the Allied Cause.... We find meager background of experimental work, your engineers were able to design and . the situation to be so dangerous that unless corrective _ construct commercial units for the production of Butadiene. In an exceedingly short A S measures are taken immediately the country will face time, the operation of this equipment at capacities up to 200 per cent of rating has been . a both a military and a civilian collapse.” largely responsible for our present safe situation with respect to rubber supplies...” 

Ce —Report of the Rubber Survey Committee —Letter from Rubber Director Bradley Dewey to ee 
8 (Baruch Committee). CARBIDE AND CARBON CHEMICALS CORPORATION a Ge 
— oo The material herein has been reviewed and passed by the Rubber Reserve Company, the Defense Plant Corporation, and the War Department. ee. 

OS 
es 

tsi“ _Ctw*”SCCCCts*C*CS*sC*CéiUYY':«INNITED STATES WAR BONDS AND STAMPS. . ae 
ee : Fa pan - so | UNION CARBIDE AND CARBON CORPORATION |= | 

oo =O Fast 42nd Swreet" Midd (NewYork V7NYO 0 
- oe Principal Units in the United Stutesand their Products = 
— Movs ano METALS — Electro Metallurgical Company, Hayncs Stellite Company, Kemet Laboratories Company, Ine United States Vanadium Cérporation 

_ HHEMICALS— Carbide ana Carbon Chemicals Corporation PLASTICS— Bakelite Corporation ELECTRODES, CARBONS & BATTERIES— National Carbon Company, Inc. 
i INDUSTRIAL GASES AND CARBIDE—The Linde Air Products Company, The Oxweld Railroad Service Company, The Prest-O-Lite Company, Ine. Fe 
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Thousands of Big Boys’ like this are in the making in i. tip / / . a a 

U.S. aviation plants. No aluminum shortage today. fom, ees ‘ 

Hundreds of huge electronic devices see to that! Lf x _—_—_— beans 

ENGINEERING THAT AIDS } " 

PNUD) oe | me 
AMERICAN GOOD LIVING \_ V A 
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. Vi TORY NEWS 

a 

a. Better _|pwood, More of It—With 
e ® 1s Less Manpower! Important help in 

2 reducinggstrious manpower shortages in 

: "ap .| the, nr icts ‘pulp and paper industry is 
Allis-Chalmers’ new Streambarker...a ma- 

“Rivers” of aluminum, > i 2 i chine which removes bark from pulpwood 

magnesium, other vital \ oC “ logs auickly, Horoughly, economically by 
war wetals Aow.of U. 8, he Me ae LF s means o} water under high pressure. 

production lines speeded = Ve = a a - : sviteambarker does away with hand 
by Allis-Chalmers Mer- = a Mae : / cleaning o} wood, eliminates pulp loss 

cury Are Rectifiers. a a i from “brooming” of log en Is produces 

v Se een i Ree ley ee = eee eine ee i, cleaner wood for pulp than is possible with 
\ Big boost for U.S. [FMEA Sew Gg cease eee “ee older type barkers. 
p> airpower! ‘3 i Meas | SS ig, UU ; 

¢ a Z ae ee. Se ties s 

} | * bce he More Help for “Sink-Float’” Plants: 

i. ieee Tofacilitate wet screening and dewaterin 
{" ow ek —— = oti Allis-Chalmers has designed a new End- 

<n ee | OO ee = oy “J Tension Deck for Low-Head Vibrating 
a . ii. ee Screens. 

. |i VF ee eee a | Ba: ed PM ' Vth i) ne 

lave after Wave —> i te yt fe 
U.S. warplanes now attack ee , ek yi ce 

ir enemies—thanks to a ern 4 9 ee ct. ie 

entiful aluminum supply! hag ag be ne A, pee 

vi be : - ad New deck construction assures uniform 
oe Pac a lnc a ccleaner conta Mledl é 

2. depth of product and maximum use of 
14 | a - screen surface for more efficient operation. 

RS as a . “ tal Write for Bulletin B-6321. 
\ 4 Amazing story of a “laboratory curiosity 
\ fe : | that became an Industrial Giant! Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis. 

oe NE OF THE GREAT miracles of this war—the 

a O rapid expansion of U.S. airpower— was per- THE Boston cY MPHONY 

| formed with the help of a huge electronic device— ~ 

Fa the Allis-Chalmers Mercury Are Rectifier! Allis-Chalmers’ coast-to-coast radio 

YG al First introduced to America in practicable form program dedicated to the men and 
_ ws < . “f women of American Industry! 

le by Allis-Chalmers, the Mercury Arc Rectifier pro- Hear the World's Finest Music by 

| vided—in the nick of time—a fast, easy way to the World's Finest Concert Orchestra 
- 8 oo convert alternating to direct current for mass pro- with Serge Koussevitzky conducting. 

| . ons ae duction of aluminum and magnesium for warplanes. Over the Blue Network, every: Sat- 
——— ~— on urday, 8:30—9:30 P.M. (E.W.T.) 
eS 2 | After war, the Mercury Arc Rectitier—plus the 

ee | other 1600 Allis-Chalmers products—will help speed 

oh f production of many things America needs and FOR VICTORY 

~~. ~~. a wants... will work for better peace-time living! Buy United States War Bonds 
ee oo I 8 

T ~ y SUPPLYING THE WORLD’S 

LARGEST LINE OF 

MAJOR INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT 

ae im each A —_ ‘A C3 > of 
— oo} fais fl 1 iN AY AEX ae 

gf ies 3 GSES TK] QB Siler Sia 

rms ff TLL PRAY VEC IR zee rere 
eee, Me Sie feet Fi case) 8 Sak 
FLOUR AND SAW CHEMICAL PROCESS CRUSHING, CEMENT & BOILER FEED POWER FARMING INDUSTRIAL TRACTORS 

MILL EQUIPMENT EQUIPMENT MINING MACHINERY WATER SERVICE MACHINERY & ROAD MACHINERY 
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—Don Brewer, ee’46 

THe term frequency modulation or FM is coming into The transmitted amplitude modulated wave is slightly 
more general use daily. Frequency modulation is a distorted by a power supply hum causing a slight carrier 

new type of high-fidelity radio transmission which may hiss in the receiver. Since static is of the same character 
some day replace the present amplitude modulated form as the received signal, this is also reproduced in the re- 
of transmission. ceiver. The FM receiver picks up these distortions but 

FM was invented by Major Edwin H. Armstrong, Pro- the limiter tube cuts down the wave so that it has constant 

fessor of Electrical Engineering at Columbia University. amplitude and all forms of amplitude modulation are 
It was patented in 1933 and in 1935 it was out of the eliminated before demodulation. 
experimental stage. The original purpose of the invention There has been considerable controversy over the practi- 
was not to eliminate static but to increase the possible  cability of FM. It has been argued that if FM were applied 
number of stations that could operate and to put the to the ultra-high frequency range it would also be free P' P 8! sat y S 
ultra-high frequency range into practical use. from noise and have the same high audio frequency re- g q y 8 P 8! q y 

Through tests made from the top of the Empire State SPonse. It is true that atmospherics do not bother the 

Building, it was found that more than one station could Ultra-high frequencies but many noises from man-made 
operate on the same or adjacent frequency band without appliances extend into this range. It was also claimed 

interference or distortion provided one signal is at least that its range was limited to the horizon and would re- twice as strong as any of the others. It was also found W#ite the construction of many high cost transmitters. 

that reception was crystal clear and free from both atmos- The rapid expansion of FM in the past few years seems to 
pheric and man made noises. bear out the fact that the cost is not prohibitive. 

: The teleph busi i ki i 1 The first FM station was an amateur station, W2AG, f both. €P ii, wd eadio cL, Gctiis ieolh, ae, 
, t . owned by C. R. Runyon of Yonkers, N. Y. A short time a ° ke ine and ia eM ay Ba :. ail ut ey 

: tion- t ible. later a high powered station, W2XMN, was completed by ci ma 4 ‘h wffe’ da . = can vd: ts any 
Major Armstrong at Alpine, N. J. No wire line facilities police an Ss eniivs” Gepartments Ske ‘dlkescy’ inakiig~use . ‘ .. of FM facilities and there are good prospects of its use were required to transmit the programs from the studio . . 

. . in the aircraft industry. FM is now being used for tele- to the transmitter. The relay was accomplished by trans- . 
— : , . vision sound channels and sight channel relaying. If mission of a low powered signal from the studio which 

. 5 present FM channels tend to become crowded it is prob- was picked up and rebroadcast at high power at the trans- . . ick able that the higher frequencies in the micro-wave region mitter. 
will be put into use to provide again as many channels as The ordinary amplitude modulation receiver repro- : , 

: are now used in radio. 
duces a range of 30 to 5,000 cycles out of the audible 

range of 30 to 15,000 cycles and thereby cuts out many 

musical overtones. This is why a radio “sounds like a 

radio.” By FM the entire audio range can be reproduced 

with negligible distortion. For example, the Milwaukee AIEE— 

Journal’s FM station, WMEM, transmits with a modula- A meeting was held on Friday, May 11. A movie, “Al- 
tion characteristic of a frequency response that is flat from can Highway,” was shown. Nomination of officers was 
30 to 15,000 cycles with a variation of plus or minus % held. On June 1, the following were elected: 
decibel. Distortion is less than 14% over the entire fre- President: Gerald Keppert 
quency range. This station operates at 50 kilowatts input T. Daniel 
to the transmission and the antenna radiates about 40 Secretary-Treasurer: Eugene Daniels | 
kilowatts. Polygon Board: Keppert, Gabriels 
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Comb i i i h : ombat wire moving up in a hurry! 

Every unit ties in by telephone to report __ breaks in lines torn by tanks and amphib- 

on contact between companies, and to dis- _ians and blasted by artillery and mortars. 

cuss the next move. That means combat Our Armed Forces still have urgent need 

telephone wires must be laid down with for huge quantities of communications Be q 

every forward push. And communications equipment of all kinds. That’s why there 

crews must work continuously repairing is a wait for home telephone service. 

kf === \d 
BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM ‘| fae.) 

=e 
ons LI 

Service to the Nation in Peace and War” 
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A I I N t 

—Ralph Watson, m@m’46 
EDITOR’S NOTE: Because some 

people seemed disturbed about the ap- ] 1 
parently hap-hazard form this column a i <a 
has exhibited in the last few issues, an a he Loe 
explanation is due. Alumni are in- 2 oe: : — | 
dexed first by year of graduation, then ye SS 
alphabetically; the most recent grad- ico * Cs 2 oo 
uates last. We hope this method will oe - \ > — . , \ ~S help you to find your classmates’ names - ro. 
more easily, but your criticism is in- ee * Vv NS 7 

vited. i. 7. Al ° 7 —.. 3 \ << 

Mining and Metallurgicals eo a” a rene 
SWANSON, DARWIN, °40, is now a a ki Lh ee 

Major flying with the AAF in Italy. He Re a ne ee 
took part in the strategic bombing of : aa eee a Austria and the Ploesti oil fields. (oS mee ae ey Pe a 
LYONS, EUGENE (PAT), °43, has Pa | we Oo 

received his commission as Lieutenant y cy ag pa ia fe xX r Si ia 
(j.g.) USNR, and reported to the Nor- eS s. i \ a folk Navy Yard for further training. He ea” oe 
is expecting sea duty in the near future. pea Se ss xia 
We expect him to build a record at sea 
as excellent as he did on the gridiron. Lt. George M. Kuetemeyer 

e 

Electricals . . HANSON, EARL P., °22, will be with Chemicals HUBBARD, EDWIN P., ’07, died at the American Embassy at Monrovia, 
the Veterans’ Hospital in Milwaukee on Liberia, as head of a U. S. mission for FOURNESS, CHARLES A. (BERT), March 13, following a long illness. the text to yeas. While at the niet a has been with the Kipperly Clare 

9 v e assiste in establishing € radio Oo. since is aduation. cent fa CEE UAR Ew 26 hes Been: placed station WHA, “the oldest station in the wrote an article in the plant paper, in Paorep 9 a newly: crested Marketing nation,” on this campus. He was also its “Where the Creped Wadding Staff Fits and Promotion Section of General Elec- : i open : "SM divi He bee b rch first broadcaster. Later he was radio In,” one of a series pointing out the basic the company ine 16. CO man with Admiral Richard Byrd at Little functions of various plant departments. any s . ‘America i A ic. RUNSTROM, GEORGE A., 41, Lt nericednithe Anterctic; HAINES, FRED W., °20, has been (ig) USNR i i . Ee eg IMMERFALL, RAY, ’40, is in the en- elected vice president of the Cleaver- 
J8- € mines. as Deen.assigned to. test- gineering department of the Wright Brooks Co. of Milwaukee, ing ‘af mines arid eee ag the Solo. Aeronautical Corp., Patterson, N. J. DAMON, GLENN Hi, BL) 539) mons, Md., testing grounds. Mrs. Run- «» Ph.D. ’32, has 

strom, the former Josephine Aspenleiter DUPTEMEYER, my GEORGE Ms taken a position with the Carbide and 
of Mount Vernon, N. Y., recently pre- 41, is assigned as Development icer Carbon Chemicals Corp. 
sented him with a new daughter, Mar- working on howitzer ammunition at the p ; 
tha Jo. world’s largest ordnance research and _ WILLIAMS, GORDON C., Ph.D. ’35, J devel h +s Aberd, is taking consulting work as well as con- NESVIG, LT. ELLIOTT, USA, is in Kouihe Grand Md ee tinuing in his position as assistant pro- the Canal Zone Proving Ground, Md. f f Chemical Engineering at th ‘a 3 essor oO: emical ngineering at e 

WAGNER, CAPT. WALTER J., ’41 University of Louisvill NETTESHEIM, LT. HENRY, USA, is is lik iberator —_——_s of the army signal corps is stationed at faked his life to save a B-24 Liberator HOIBERG, ARNOLD J., Ph.D. °37, 
Allbrook Field in the Canal Zone. . ; is with the Loin Oil Refining Co., El AAF base in Italy a fuel truck caught & > 

LAMB, EARL R,, is stationed at Navy afire while refueling the bomber. Capt. Dorado, Ark. 
Pier, Chicago, studying radio. He has Wagner moved the flaming truck to a SCHULEIN, JOSEPH, ’38, electro- 
applied for transfer to YD oatticer's safe distance. chemical consultant and instructor in 
training. He reports that the following * 5 Chemical Engineering at Oregon State iméi lare Also: in radio taining at Chi- oe oe ee pels College, recently wrote a thought pro- cago: HAL BOETTCHER, CLYDE pee z Hi jeneral mecttic Rae Eh bak voking article on the economic status of 
MEERDINK, RUSS VANDERMUS, Es y- i. engagement 8] fen) sz et Chemical Engineers. It has been pub- 
JACK DOYLE, DICK MILLER, CLAR- cott_ of Schenectady has been an- lished by several local sections of the ENCE RIEDERER, NORMAN KOHL- nounced. A.Ch.S. and has aroused much com- 
HARDT, JOHN TANGHE, and BOB PETERSON, GARFIELD E., ’43, was ment. 
LAWRENCE. ; reported killed in Europe last February. ACKERMAN, DAL V., ’41, with the 

ENGLE, ENS. D. G., ’44, is Assistant Du Pont Co. since graduation, has been 
Mechanicals Engineer on the U.S.S. Valencia. assipned to Pee eet Car- 

2 LANGRILL, ENS. WILLIAM, °44 Beye SEGE WOTks, 2s Lot Sab aaper ARREN, B., 719, has Z ’ yp 44. y 
af Const Hestiey pane wee has been ordered to the U.S.S. Tazwell Her pock GORDON Wa HE. Department. The thesis he presented for as Assistant Engineer. He GS NEoaaT (RAI Go atti his degree dealing with gas turbines has DE PATRE, ENS. FRANK, °44, is foe Mevonautien ae Cl EL Oke 
recently been reviewed by a large manu- serving as Assistant Engineer on the OF aeronautics: at; Mievelaney nto 
facturer. U.S.S. Independence. (continued on page 22) 
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flow to put a polish 
on a Latch String / 17 Ci Ts 1G : 

og a: lUO™ — a. fe os eS ww: 

\ — : = 
} a foe ~~ ll 

_ ee msi ee 8 A a. ' — Bay ff &. 
_ = 7 , i a 

a - wR . > = 
° rF . 2. | fe 

a . 4a 

<> £ —Crt—“‘é‘“éir’.O”COiCiCOCO ay 

- : ~~ From that modern latch string, the doorknob 
oe ~~ on your front door, straight back to the lock on 
— % your back door, there is practically nothing in 

|. - your home that has not been ground, finished 
e Ao or sanded by such abrasive products as are made 

eS _ by ‘‘CARBORUNDUM.” They have ground and 
to : | ~ polished the metal parts of your kitchen stove, 
Yo <______ bathroom fixtures, household hardware and the 
Ne "7 ‘parts and castings of your furnace. They have 
= od ~ sanded the furniture and the floors. They have 
Ne J even put the bevel on your mirrors and cut the 

ee E beautiful figures in your cut glass—ground, 
XO finished and polished your table ware. 

as. es 

_—— é _ 

The truth Is there is practically no ee _. x sy 
industry which does not, somewhere a . 6 \4 a 
employ abrasives, super refractories ae yy A . 
or “GLOBAR” electric heating ele- Cs TS i | an 
ments by “CARBORUNDUM.” Applying “Ziel a a a 
“CARBORUNDUM” engineering knowl- Oe fe -" ZX 3 
edge to various industrial problems / yg) (awe. ~ 3 (Myf, “A 
can be a fascinating career. If youare | . RD, ah 3 i SA 

MM interested, please write The “4% cS & AM) A Ke 
far Carborundum Company, “| Ae ee” 
XS) Niagara Falls, N. Y. pen i 

| __HELP YOU MAKE THINGS BETTER ~*~ tm Reeey A eek rice ee ck 

_ IN INDUSTRY, AGRICULTURE, ARTS AND CRAFTS 
a 

(“CARBORUNDUM” and “GLOBAR” are registered trade marks of and indicate manufacture by The Carborundum Company) 
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eae — - eee ALUMNI NOTES... 
i Ye < Se ee oS oy oe (continued from page 20) 

be fe  —_—— | i HOEKSTRA, IRENUS A., °43, is a 
i P(N \ sree cancer ith che Niagara AL 

: i um — <=. Li) —————————————— ws |) |: ali Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y. 

isa Fee fie : ai) 7 Gaunw Fy \! OTTERSON, EDWARD (BUZZ), 
\ Ye — tee Ge \ 43, is working on the development and 
' fe, i V\ production of a new type of dry cell for 
| cn a ?, Wf . \BRRGEE »| PN: the RMR Corp. here in Madison. 
Ji fe * ih é : A Ay WALSTAD, JUSTIN, °43, is a radio 
MA eee yé 8 y technician in ‘the navy and is also. as- 
G my — oy ORM scfm See RES SEI) signed to the RMR Corp. 
‘emer (ar AM by, rir cenemnierneneeasmemes as : JACOBSON, WILLIAM, ’44, former- my 7 a] es | ly associate editor of the ENGINEER, 

i a yt i) So was recently commissioned at the U. S. 
f {fem | |. Naval Academy. Ensign Jacobson has 
| j ~ i (ih |r —=——r—O—OSSCiC : been assigned to radar training at Bow- 

(=e eet =—y se _ doin and M.LT. 
i bern _ FS PUFAHL, ALBERT E., Ph.D. 44, 
SS 00 ee _ has been doing development work with 
i = pe tr”—t—“COOOO—S the Carbide and Carbon Chemicals 

LL = —r—“—i—issrs—~—””COC“O“C®( Corp. at South Charleston, W. Va. 
j oo AhhDhLUmUDUhU WILKE, CHARLES R., Ph.D. °44, is 

: : | Poe Lee, assistant Plant Process Engineer for the 
j A ' | ee Union Oil Co. of California. 

1 | ee A | |) be DONAHOE, ROBERT J., who was 

: i L 7\ ii : | 8 called into service at the end of his 
: a ee | : ; | freshman year, has been reported miss- 

3 _ i _ Lo ing in action in Germany. 
ba 7 GRIFFITH, LT. ROBERT L., of hos- 

i oe a el —“‘“‘OsOOOCOOOCOsisCO™CNsCisC pital entertainment fame, is home on 
| Q1n0O #  }}§ furlough from Tealy. He will report ‘to 

| ia Sts Miami, Fla., for reassignment: 
. | | . McNALL, ENS. PRESTON E. (SAN- 
p Joes TEL | s..rrst—s DY), son of Prof. P. E. McNall, is with 
an. : Jud S\N tts the Seabees in the Pacific. He was re- 

: THEE | |  =—eeE cently commissioned at Camp Endicott, 
ped paises, ae be e iA hale rN ( RIL 

' . . SCHINASI, SEYMOUR B., sopho- 
___{ ee. another important reason why it pays to work more here in 1942-43, was reported killed 
bow ° in action in Germany on Marc! i 
ke with Ampco as your main source of bronze parts e 

i The distinctive properties of Ampco Metal — its resistance to Civils 
i wear, impact, fatigue, and corrosion—its ability to last several BOND, COL. AUBREY H., c’17, has 
by vear, impact, 1808) ‘di b ilebl ‘ been in Puerto Rico since May, 1944, in a times as long as ordinary bronze — are available to you in a thargelot design, maintoranee: and céa- 
be form that fits your needs, This is true because Ampco is com- struction of all military structures, air- 
Poel pletely equipped to produce and fields, and utilities from Cuba to French 
| | } work the metal by every common, Guiana. He has been with the Corps of 

be | yh ¢ used process. By constant research engineers, USA, since shortly after his 
a VTi y P| and experimentation, Ampco has HUNTZICHER, PAUL, ¢’19, died of 

bor c0 . Pp» continually added new processes, a heart attack in February in Denver, 
oo mv ££ \\ giving results heretofore impossi- where he was an engineer with A. R. 

ped Oa ble with this particular material. Wilfley & Sons. ; 
io i ne fT Specify Ampco Metal with confi- FIELD, GEORGE H., c’25, has been 
i Be ose 6 fF EN d that: the Albee: ofeaniza> appointed head of the Bureau of Com- 
ee er lence ¢ peo organs munity Facilities of the Federal Works 
be ete tion can provide the engineering Agency. He had been FWA regional 
he 4 ee and production “know-how” and director for a group of five states in the 

Ss : ie, (Aber) the specialized plant facilities to Middle, ett coreN — 
ad Lah yy % + a «» 25, sales en- 
: A Re pi ga\ deliver the part you want. gineer for’ Wotden-Allea Company, has 

bo Pe, a A been elected president of the Builders’ 
k And ae ok TY Exchange of Milwaukee. 
‘ Oe \ fae Ampco Metal, Inc. JOHNSON, WAYNE W., ’37, engi- 

‘ : sah aches a, NN Dept. WE-5, Milwaukee 4, Wis. neer with the Madison Metropolitan 
so aged product 4 ee we Sewerage District, announces the arrival 
a ipwersitl pa BEN Po b of Wayne Junior on April 10. 

AY ay fo awl |g (the 2) &9) —— VIEREG, DONALD A., ¢’38, is cap- 
fy 0 (4 tea > tain and engineer officer in the 410th 
y oe sian Oey | ie me. if light bombardment group, 9th AAF, on 
be ey a | teie | Y Met 1 the Western Front in Europe. 
es Se eee | ei a. 7 VON GUNTEN, GLENN H., ¢’38, is 

) ee ‘ ets Cs ‘he Metal without on Equal structural designer with the U. S. Engi- 
KM eee nae ee Nees ah N Ampco Field Offices neers at the Baltimore office. 

| A ei eons, EE Ota \g\ Se | in Principal Cities . YERGES, LYLE F., c’38, has been 
: Vie ; a eee \e | discharged from the army because of a 
: W ay ets ee SY =e back injury incurred while in training 

L \ nn 2 oS on for a commission, and has returned to 
ee a vox err OTs oe oe the U. S. Gypsum Company at Chicago, iy vow meee hook — sent free to engineers and exe- as manager of the acoustical department. 

wre ae ee Lrr—=—i‘iCi*sS F 1 
i meme cutives — may suggest additional improv a WILKE, RICHARD W., ’43, is a 

: Lee a a lieutenant with the 1062 Engineer For- 
[ao ger bronze parts or a better way of fabricating them, Ask fort today. | estry Rgt., APO 350, N. Y. 
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Dean Johnson recently announced the awarding of the f Gi KIN Hah 
following Sophomore honors: ee 

HIGH HONORS a ns Rs ee 

Chemical Engineering: Lufkin micrometers le x “ rl 
ischer, Edwin F. 0. 2,676 are the ideal tool for Se ae Fischer, Edwin 7 | quickly. ani daccurate. | “4 re : os 

; ing machined. Fe 74 ay Electrical Engineering: | ae 7. A _ . hy 
: 7 ei DO ae Hartnel, June ec eee ee 2,873 ee Of” ht ee 

Laubenstein, Richard A. 0 2.731 | _ a e |. , a 

Mechanical Engineering: oo Z oo Construction Lufkin mi- — 
rk} On €rometers stand up well - 

Hlavka, George E. 2.928 Ba fe Under constant use, Be- 
Allison, Dean M. Oe 2.731 aX poms eause of their design © 
Hyzer, Donald V. 2.597 oe ae they are easy to adjust , as Pm Ae and easy to read. See | 

HONORS y Ce “ke ee s - your dealer’s | 
Chemical Engi . OO i e nye oe land write for complete emical Engineering: | Ws. oe, we > eatalog. 5 ER a i Smythe, Lowell Joos 2636 . : 
Civil Engineering: i. a _ : , 

West, Robert Po eee DBS hse WG ee we furnin Electrical Engineering: \\ \ 
i SAGINAW, MICHIGAN - NEW YORK CITY Miller, Robert Fo nee 25S TAPES . RULES . PRECISION TOOLS 

Jordan, Howard Bo onic eee enone 2.493 
Gausewitz, Richard L. 2366 

Teuscher, Joba o.oo. ccc eee eens 2,225 \ 

Green, Donald Goce eee 26182 ye 

Mechanical Engineeri Nae lechanical Engineering: we — ae 
Marichal, Robert Ro ccc eee 2.549 \\\ Se SE 
Heinrich, Richard Le 2.534 3 iS me a ioe 
Clayton, Robert Te eee ee 2AT9 ~~ e N At 4 Ra y : essourses| SS Smith, Mildred oe 2.420 way oe 
Hunsaker, Oral K. ee 2.379 \A\ i. \ 5 a a Poss A Lee 
Smith, Bruce Co 2338 Ve) os — eee as 
Matthews, Eugene Ro 2.329 ‘Ss eee 
These honors were for the 1944 March, July, and No- Vel ar . a . se 

vember terms. locas St ESS. Loree retaken 

CA WIRES and CABLES + | 
Loe cs for every electrical purpose 

> eg |e CONDUITS—RACEWAYS 
Be Gwe ~ v Moldings, Underfloor Duct, 

ASS C ie Steel, Non-Metallic 
S i o \ A raceway for every wiring system 

! _ ( NS ee 
_. & Pree Oe EIS S| x, | . Vo Wen 

“And It Comes Out Here” _\ Cl; : aa 
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Short Circuits 
—Fran Tennis * 

Bob Clayton sneltes 

A pinch of salt can be greatly improved by the addition Sat., 8 a.m.: Willoughby: “When the room settles down 

of a stein of beer. I will begin my lecture.” 

. Rickner’s bright boy: “Why not try a Bromo?” 

“But, Papa, if God makes some girls brunettes, and e 

me some: gitls blondes: whe makes the sed-headed “So I says to her, please honey, don’t be difficult, one 

“You know?” replied the Papa absently, “I’ve often obstacle course in a week is enough for me.” 

wondered.” ® 

° A fellow lawyer we know has a broken arm which he 

Did you hear about the little moron who transferred received fighting for a woman’s honor—it seems that she 

from O. U. to A. & M. and raised the I. Q. of both col- wanted to keep it. 

leges? ° 

. Civilian: “How perfectly splendid to think you’re one 

Wisconsin U. Lecturer: “Here’s an argument from na- of our heroes who went over there to die for your coun- 

ture. If I lead a donkey to a pail of water and to a pail try.” 

of beer, which will he drink?” Salty: “Like hell I did, ma’m! I went over there to 

Student: “The water.” make some other guy die for his.” 

Lecturer: “Right. Why?” ° 

Student: “Well, don’t you like beer?” Found: Woman’s bag left in my parked car. If owner 

* will pay for this advertisement she can have it. If she will 

Of all the fishes in the seas, tell my wife how bag happened to be there, I’ll pay cost 

My favorite is the bass. of advertisement. Telephone Jefferson 8800—the quicker 
He climbs up into sea-weed trees, the better. 

And slides down on his hands and knees. e 

e Soph: “Why is it that gentlemen prefer blondes?” 

A violinist entered a little music shop in London. Frosh: “I'll bite; why is it?” 

“I want an E-string, if you please.” Soph: “Where there’s light, there’s heat.” 

Nervously producing a box from behind the counter, e 

the cockney clerk said, “Would you mind pickin’ one out Co-ed to Roommate: “I don’t care much for that engi- 

for yourself. Y’know, I ’ardly can tell the ’e’s from the neer you have been dating lately. He whistles dirty 

she’s. songs.” 

s e 

Pastor: “Are you troubled with improper thoughts?” A college student is one who enters his alma mater as a 

Sinners: “Naw,-I rather enjoy ?em:! freshman, dressed in green, and emerges as a senior in ’ g > g 

® black. The intermediate process of decay is known as a 

Englishman: “I say, what are they doing?” college education. . 

American: “They’re dancing.” ° 

Englishman: “They get married later, don’t they?” The big day was on. The wonderful, gigantic bridge 

° was being formally opened. At the height of the festivi- 

A genealogist was employed by Mrs. Newrish, to work ties when thousands of people had thronged onto the 

out an impressive family tree for her. The only ancestor bridge, the center span—with a crash heard for miles— 

on record turned out to be noteworthy by virtue of hav- fell into the bay, a mass of twisted girders and human 

ing been electrocuted for a crime. bodies. The frenzied mayor, seeing the engineer, dashed 

After some thought, the genealogist finally reported to up to him. “Look what you have done.” 

his employer that her ancestor had “occupied the chair of The engineer, scratching his ear, replied, “I told Creech 

applied electricity at one of our better-known public in- that decimal point was in the wrong place.” 

stitutions.” (more — can you find it?) 
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Gas-fired rod annealing furnace; photo courtesy of Selas Corporation of America 

Research in Gas application, through the ceaseless hundred feet for the older type. Over-all costs are also 
study and experiment of equipment manufacturers, considerably reduced. 
independent laboratories and the facilities of the Local Gas Companies help make these new benefits 
American Gas Association, is constantly producing of Gas and Gas Equipment available to industry 
improvements and new departures in the application through the services of skilled Industrial Gas Engineers, 
of heat, industrially. . . who are available for consultation without obligation. 

For example, heat treating of metal rods in batch 
furnaces has certain disadvantages, pastipulatly that of BUY WAR BONDS—HELP SPEED VICTORY! 
uneven heating throughout the bundle of rods. A group 
of engineers recently perfected a continuous-flow type AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION 
Gas-fired furnace with a ceramic ae unit capable of INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL GAS SECTION 
intense, focussed heat, and closely fitted to the shape of 420 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, N.Y 
the work in progress. > ao 

There are many advantages to this new Gas technique 
for annealing. For instance, one inch rod stock passing 
through a six foot furnace of the new type can be heated 1S. 
and quenched at a rate of 12 feet per minute, no section 70 
of the metal remaining under heat more than thirty E TRENO iS 
seconds—against 244 hours in a batch furnace. Further- 7H 
more, better uniformity of heating is achieved; scaling, FOR ALL 
distortion, decarburization are minimized. Floor space INDUSTRIAL HEATING 
of the new furnace is 24 square feet against several 
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Crvery engineering student will be interested in this Okonite 

research publication® giving data in connection with carrying 

greater emergency loads on power cables. Write for your copy 

of Bulletin OK-1017. The Okonite Company, Passaic, N. J. 

*By R. J. Wiseman, chief engineer of The Okonite Co., 
presented before a joint meeting of the Missouri Valley 

Electrical Association and Southwest District A.1.E.E. R.DAAN 

OKONITE> ee ~ IRE 

present generation, or a child, a potential leader of the 

WOMEN IN MEDICAL RESEARCH coming generation? Yes, it is a hard question, but with 

the young women now in high school lies the ability to 

(continued from page 10) make such a question unnecessary and not even worthy 

penicillin. The ability to cure just one of these cancers to of mention. Studying the eccentricities and irregularities 

mankind would be enough to show that it is worthy of of this sought-after drug will make it possible for it to be 

study. produced on such a large scale that it will be available for 

Another valuable property of penicillin is the fact that ¢Vveryone- 

it comes from a source that is cheap and plentiful. There It is not known how it is that penicillin is able to do all 

will be no danger of its becoming scarce as has happened the wonderful things it does, but it has been found that gi 8 Pp 8 

in the case of quinine. We need not worry about the it is a complex chemical. There is a hope, remote per- 

enemy buying or capturing all sources of its supply be- haps, but nonetheless a hope, that there is a way in which 

cause bread and cheese will continue to form mold as it can be made artificially. This will be no simple task but 

long as there is life on the earth to use it. if it is possible, it would be worth all the labor and expense 

A few months ago an incident occurred which very mecessary. Synthesis is a marvelous science that America 

nearly became a subject of nation-wide controversy. A is just beginning to realize. With the right kind of trained 
young child needed penicillin treatments to save her life. workers in large enough numbers, it may be that penicillin 

As the government has complete control of its distribu. 4" be made in great enough quantity, that is, can be re- 

tion and use it was impossible for the family or doctor of leased for civilian use before the war is over. 

the child to obtain any for her use. Almost immediately And how is this going to be done? 

after the plea was made for the release of enough of this It can and will be done by the young women and the 

drug to save her, newspaper editors all over the country few remaining men in the high schools today and the 

began to take sides in the matter. Some stated that the colleges tomorrow. Saving life is far more important than 

government was neglecting to give the civilian population destroying it. Let us hope that soon more and more people 

proper attention, while others argued that the armed serv- will come to realize this. Then it will be that we shall go 

ices should come first. Then came the big question— ahead and delve deep into the wonders of science and find. 

which should be saved first, one of the young men of the more ways of relieving the world of pain. 
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lo have Galvanize oo1mM 

on Buildings sx $e Ca RO 
Zi Dy WAS Qa ack » 

Ge iE SRR uh For in these days of material scarcities, / Re Ll ay CS Nar wT jt 
galvanized roofing can be taken care of ria i se me Gate aS Ve 
by simple, easy means and made to last f a A " el, Ae ah i ih A\ : 

a lifetime. Be a NA ok Ra I: 
Galvanized roofing is zinc-coated roofing; pei ee fe Les : ii ih NG, ne ye oe 

and the U.S. Bureau of Standards states that ie Hi ta ee ni ia ea Wel at i ( rn ht 
zinc is ‘by far the best’’ protective metallic coat- 4 4 | HS: SHA a f | AM, lai ni SS seorerT " 
ing for iron or steel! Zinc in the form of galvan- a rah ORE ‘i Koel my iS Hi Ny 1 es 
izing provides double protection: a ea. a En wil ita a | By 

First, by simple coverage, with a sheath of ale at N Md ee wn \ He | | iu! 
rust-resistant metal. ZS Ay ve Sat ce i : { i 4 ate We | 

Second, by electro-chemical action or “‘sacri- Aes et ae slips a CTH i he WH : 

ficial corrosion.’ PECTS Ue i, Ir i It ie hfs 
Galvanized roofing is used th SRS Ue anolepiagd zoing ie ened on more than 9 SEE IL \ 

States — which proves that farmers are smart ; 
judges of roofing value! 

T ! ake Care Of It! 
It's just good business to take good care of galvanized roofing. 

It is so easy to do it, too, that there’s no excuse for neglect. With 

a reasonable care, galvanized roofing can be made to give a 
A ae Nh) lifetime of satisfactory service. Get a copy of the free booklet 

gut ts **How to Make Galvanized 

RN Roofing Last Longer’’ 

roe and the few simple steps to take will be made completely clear. The book- 
if let is valuable. It's free—write for it today. 

C O ae 

American Zinc Institute 
re area a 

Wa \ 60 East 42" Street, NewYork 17, N.Y. 
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3 Ns l worth ? ow many lives is a glass bulb worth ? 
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Ne isn’t a gun or anew-style bomb. lenses. From laboratory ware for hospitals will be working on, reach the blueprint 
It’s just about all we can show you to optical glass for gunsights. From tough stage—glass is amazingly versatile in the 

ofa special glass radio bulb that is a part glass messware to thimblesize tubes for hands of people who know glass. And 
of our secret military apparatus. field radios. Corning has spent nearly a century get- 

sed ; tik? ting acquainted with it. So, when you get 
At one stage in the war a high-ranking And these are but a few of hundreds of to Bee blueprints, write us ocak 
officer stated that a bulb of this type was items that Corning is making for the mili- Glass Works, Cee New York. 8 
so valuable and effective that he would tary services in addition to glassware for 2 E> . 
risk the lives of five soldiers to keep it in industries that supply chemicals and 
operation. That’s something to think clothing, food, powder, rubber, and gaso- 

about. And it’s one reason why you find line! In these fields and in many others 
Corning men and women today striving Corning’s deep knowledge of glass and 

to surpass quality standards that are al- glassmaking has made it possible to put 
ready exacting. this fairly plentiful material to work, not 

This bulb is made of a special glass to merely as a substitute, but as a new ma- 
very strict requirements. And so are most terial capable of standing on its own feet 
of the articles Corning is making for the and delivering better service in 
Army and Navy and other services. They many instances than the one it —— means — 
cover a wide range—from airplane wing- - replaces. Keep this in mind when . 
tip lights to giant field marking beacon the peacetime developments you esearc in ass 
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REFRIGERATION ... parts must be made of materials selected to withstand 
(continued from page 14) wear and the corroding action of the refrigerant for which 

it is designed. The valve bodies must be forgings or good 
The Automatic Valve quality gas-tight castings; pressures up to 200 psi may be 

Here, the forces in balance are the atmospheric pres- encountered with freon-22 (monochlorodifluoromethane) , 
sure and a stiff adjustable spring above the diaphragm 4 fairly new refrigerant especially adapted for low tem- 
and those due to system pressure and a balancing spring erature work. Needle hunting and valve friction must 

underneath. The valve is set at a pressure slightly higher be small. This is especially important on Drsssurce 8f On: 
than that required for operation by turning the adjusting trolled applications where a needle hunt might momen: 
knob, thus compressing the adjusting spring. A differ- tarily reduce the pressure below cut-off. Orifice size, nee- 

ential of two or three pounds below this opening pressure dle angle, valve sensitivity, and diaphragm ‘snap (the dia- | 
may be necessary to disturb the spring forces enough to phragm exerts a force, too) are other worries. 
obtain the required valve stroke (.008 to .016 approx.) New difficulties are bound to arise, even in a product 

depending on the sensitivity. that has been sold by the thousands for years. In refrig- 

In operation, when the thermostat has become warm eration, they are best solved by design and development 

enough to close the contact in the control switch, the engineers well grounded in fluid flow, thermodynamics, 
compressor starts lowering the pressure in the evaporator. and heat ttansmission, and with fifty or sixty years’ prac: 
The force below the diaphragm is therefore decreased and tical experience working i complete harmony (the engi- 
the valve opens, allowing refrigerant to flow into the neers). A little refereeing by the chief engineer who has 

evaporator. his mind on costs and production doesn’t ‘hurt either. 

Any tendency for pressure change is counteracted by a Se Gouatess Anomatic Products, Co. 
repositioning of the needle. With this type of valve, the -_- 
capacity of the condensing unit and the load on the coil ENGINEERING WORLD... 
determines the amount of superheat that the gas picks up (continued from page 7) 
in the coil. Objectionable frost-back may be eliminated . oo, . by operating the valve at a lower pressure. This has the electric charge and the particles unite in clots; that is, 

effect of decreasing machine capacity since the lower pres- they coagulate, characteristic of the souring of milk. 
sure gas is less dense so fewer pounds of refrigerant per Under this subject of colloids could SOME Bt explana. minute will be circulated through the system. tion of many other common, everyday chemical happen- 

ings in the food field, such as whipped cream being a col- 

loidal system of air dispersed in a liquid; a difference 
aT between butter and cream (now we ask, what did butter 
Eo t HES look like?) ; why French dressing is usually prepared im- 

i i . mediately before using. Many other things could also be 
Sw ? Automatic mentioned. 

(ei a | fi Expansion Although at the present time, it may seem to many that 
Of “s 2 ee Valve all engineering is being done along the lines of research 

~ a IC and building of war equipment and material, an important 
ae ap engineering field contains work in such seemingly un- 

Ly important lines as that pertaining to the science of every- 
day living. 

The design of these valves presents numerous problems 
to the engineer. Since the pressure-temperature relations He: “We're having a party tonight; won’t you come 
are different for all refrigerants, valves must be designed along?” 
accordingly using different spring stiffnesses and bulb She: “Oh, I can’t. I haven’t a thing to wear.” 
charges. The thermostatic valve shown is “cross charged”; H . “Th — m 5 hte VI oi dd oy 
freon-12 valves have bulbs charged with methyl chloride, = HES Bi HERE Bet you a blind’ date. 
methyl chloride valves with sulfur dioxide, and sulfur s 
dioxide valves are charged with isobutane. (Due to the “They say you can tell a girl’s character by her clothes.” 
characteristics of sulfur dioxide and isobutane, it has “Nonsense. I’m sure the girls have more character than 
been found that no loading spring is needed in sulfur that.” 
valves.) Valve head, bulb, and charge volumes must be 
determined so that some liquid remains in the bulb at all ° 
times or the valve will lose control, at the same time keep- Prof. Mills: “Are you smoking back there?” 
ing bulb size and charge to a minimum for quick response. Mech. student: “No sir, that’s just the fog I’m in.” 
The needle must seal off on the off cycle to prevent the “And believe me, you lop-sided, mutton-headed, goofus- 
leakage of refrigerant into the evaporator. All internal  brained set of certified rolling pins, that day has come.” 
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LATIN-AMERICA ... Besides the Pan-American Union, there has also been the 

teontinucd & i Pan-American Society, the Inter-American Relations Com- 
continue: rom page . 

° mittee, and others. 

them closer together. And such a military alliance is hav- One important part of this collaboration is the Inter- 

ing a big effect on the outcome of the war. American Trade Scholarship, begun in 1941. The object 

Friendly relations between countries is as essential to of this program is to provide practical training and ex- 

winning a war as putting an army on the field. Friendli- perience for men of the Americas who are engaged in 

ness leads to cooperation and uniting in a common cause. work in those fields important to the national economies 

Although Latin America cannot put a big army on the of their counErics: Such a program brought not only In- 

field, they are making great contributions to final victory. creased national SOHO: but also an insight into the 

Their navies patrol the coasts, alert for submarines. Ports problems, opportunities, culture, background of the other 

are open to ships of the United Nations. Valuable, stra- republics. Future industrialists gained important and val- 

tegic air bases are available. There is also the building of uable information. Manpower reached a higher and bet- 

the southern section of the Pan-American Highway, of ter degree of operating efficiency. The program brought 

greatest military and economic importance. When fin- the Latin Americans .° the United States, put heen in 

ished this highway will run 16,000 miles stretched from industry where they “earned while they learned,” and 

Alaska to Buenos Aires and Rio. The highway is being finally sent them back to their respective countries to 

rushed to completion, much of the cost being financed apply the knowledge and experience gained. ‘One such 

through loans from the United States. When finished, program is being carried out at General Electric, such as 

the importance of boundaries will be minimized, east-west placing Latin Americans for practical training in elec- 

roads will be connected and trade and production will be Fuleity« 

facilitated. Economic development in Latin America, spurred on by 

fo ag . the war and being tuned now for the present uses and 
Although the war has been a big stimulus toward. this ds of , 8 . d should P im th 

. . . needs of war, is carrying and should carry on in the post- 
economic collaboration, work toward this end began even . , ‘ yng ‘ y P 
Gelbes die wae gidedoce Tmpenss, Bechape die most one war period to a higher and more glorious development of 

: : e ‘ Pan-American civilization and resources. 
standing is the Pan-American Union, created in 1890. It 

was established to gather, tabulate, and publish informa- The day will come when the Americas are closely tied 
& P y y 

tion concerning laws, customs, production, commerce, and together. The present war has speeded up that day. Per- 

regulations of the various countries in the Western Hemi- haps the peace following will make it reality—a solid front 

sphere. However, it has also worked on arbitration, con- of a high degree of development in education, industr 
P 8 8 P: ’ Y> 

ciliation, and the forming of closer ties between nations. and democracy. 

—Cuts Courtesy General Electric 
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9 Under the wing of a giant Lockheed Con- people haven’t yet begun to know or under- 
stellation, in the shadow of one of the stand or even to imagine! The other, a man 

" big ship’s four Wright Cyclones, two who has seen a whole vast western section 
men talk. One is a veteran airline pilot of America change in his lifetime as if by 

OUR who lives and works in a world most magic! 

r ee eek eee Loree rerrmmmmay 

: ee 2 - L eo a 

me i . i <> - 

= re ee es ig, oo oS [a | re |e a Wes “ ee a ha | tj 

>. Horsepower is SS £#%3f eee LULL 
ve Changing Your World xr. 8 - 2 pe. re | 

This is the story of what is likely the biggest V3 ug ood a __. . 
thing that has happened in our time... The Westerner operates a ranch that was No wonder he’s eager to hear the pilot 
of a new kind Vie ao spreading throughout literally made possible by power — tell of a new super-power — such as that 
the world... of a new force affecting our " electricity and irrigation from the great " of the Wright Cyclone . . . the engine 
lives, our outlooks, and our incomes as perhaps Boulder Dam harnessing the Colorado which speeds the great Boeing B-29 
only electricity has done since the turn of River. Power which made possible the Superfortress across the air miles to Tokyo 
the century. conversion of millions of acres of barren +. power that makes possible a trans- 

wilderness into fertile ranches and farms! Atlantic flight every 13 minutes. 

fae i Fe oe iif S a 
[ Cee CS oe CC 4 e ff 

_ -_. Gf ia  f;.7 _ ge. era 
i eC Pa i se a ; 7 ae : oS . ip i a oo Ge 4 
: SP Ze Lars ££ gem =e  ##«. > ot : 

co ® fn ae bo = — s | Carrying our men, materials, ideals to 
: | RA 5 ge cee — ets - the corners of the earth — breaking down 
a ited ) A re af a i. °&z ©=~=.,_ _ | " barriers of distance — the Cyclone power 
 ! - i Rone _ 8. —— of American aviation is changing the eee : ee ices world you live in...right over your head! 

Most efficient power plant in the world, These Cyclones help make possible the 
today’s Wright Cyclone packs a horse- operation of U. S. transport planes over LOOK TO THE SKY, AMERICAI 

* power into less than a pound of metal. "more than 110,000 miles of global air 
Four Cyclones develop more power than routes. For example, 1,800 cargo ship- C [ R I IS S 
the mightiest locomotive operating in ments daily leave a single U. S. airport, 
the Rocky Mountains . . . and already this and millions of miles are daily flown by 
new power is changing ranches and U. S. airlines and the Air Commands of \/ R I GH I 
farms, business and homes . . . our armed services. 

AVIATION OFFERS A BRIGHT FUTURE FOR COLLEGE ENGINEERS: WRITE ENGI- AIRPLANES ¢ ENGINES © PROPELLERS 
NEERING PERSONNEL BUREAU, CURTISS-WRIGHT CORPORATION, PASSAIC, N. J. 
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WAR PLANT... job that came up related to the receiving department was 

(continued from page 11) laying out a monorail conveyor from the receiving docks 

oa. . seul in the company’s plant through two factory buildings and 
on the material is completed in that particular department finally into the proposed cylinder head plant. The many 

it must be stored. If by chance the storage space is over- problems that the conveyor offered were solved by ex: 

crowded or not large enough the production of the de- perts on material handling within a short time. 
partment suffers as does the production of the entire plant. When all che daoavements iw the we d plant were 

: : e Ss opose: 
The overhead storage conveyor of the monorail type is : : © aeP Prop Bist 

. : satisfactorily laid out on the layout board, a drawing was 
a solution to both the storage problem and the materials . . . 

. . .« carefully made of the entire layout. These prints showing 
handling problem. The flight, or overhead, conveyor is 2 . . 

: ‘ ee wo everything that was necessary for efficient production of 
of great value in the shipping and receiving departments. . . . . 

Z , the cylinder heads were sent to architectural engineering 
A belt or chain conveyor laid under the floor was the . . . 

. . : firms. This was done to obtain sets of structural drawings 
answer to the aluminum chip problem. This endless belt eae . 

: % ‘ * oe of the buildings that were to be built to house the manu- 
or chain carried the aluminum chips from the machining . : 

4 facture of the forged aluminum cylinder head. 
areas to the chip crusher. : : : : 

. . faci i, This method of planning a war plant is swift when com- 

Toobrain a high percentage of & tcrency from: thesem: pared. with the painstakingly slow progress of planning in 
ployees clean air is an essential factor in modern plants. prewar days: To‘a.gréat extent cost is sactificed to time 

The heating and air conditioning engineers in planning in order to save the lives of men in combat who would be 

oie omy ale th all the facilities that were required i, endangered by a lack of materials. This is the reason why 

congition tne arr. arge was rooms, tone. the bey © information to increase production is often pooled be- 

rooms and. stairways were provided for ia the we tween otherwise rival companies and nations in time of 

board and planned well within the limits 2 the a war. With the vast sources of improved production meth- 

building code of the State. ne work ee the true ods contributed by the industries of the United Nations 

aisles and pedestrian aisles were aid out with satety aS a and the unlimited financial aid of the government, mira- 
primary factor. The offices of the inspectors, government (1.5 can be performed in planning a war plant within a 

men, and superintendents and foremen were placed in a sliovetine 

centrally located area. The hospital rooms were also 

planned in this area because they would then be only a rs 

short distance from all parts of the plant. Lunch counters 

served by a large central kitchen were planned. A warm MORE SHORT CIRCUITS... 

lunch is a step up the ladder towards top production ef- (continued from page 24) 

fici . 
ciency “We had the honor system in our school, but the fac- a : a ¥ 
The rough machining and the finish machining depart- ulty had to cut it out.” 

ments were laid out by using templates of machines that “Why?” 

had been used for a similar PUrEOTe by a company pro- “Well, the profs had all the honor and we had all the 
ducing cylinder heads at that time. The routes of opera- system.” 

tions for the machining and inspection departments were e 

also obtained from this company. The paint and heat treat a. “Hy iL b 358 

department engineer after studying the methods of other wiser « ,. caniyou fel the eee Ene BEeses 

cylinder head manufacturers planned the cylinder paint b ail , Oh, eles an | ie eh ouesthat. we Just autn 

and heat treat department using modern ovens for treat- them Fi out together and let them figure that out for 

ing and systems of conveyors for handling and cooling. themselves. e 

Following the same procedure the maintenance, assembly, 

tool crib, tool grind and inspection departments were laid A newspaper found a man in Arkansas who lives so far 

out in template form on the layout board. back in the hills he had never seen Mrs. Roosevelt. 

After all the machines and equipment had been placed ° 

on the layout board in their final positions the electrical i 

engineer of the engineering department was able to com- uf gs 

he electrical ded for the entire plant and PLS pute the electrical power needed for the entire plant an Clay 

the facilities to handle the electricity. Lb Z S-, 
Z Cakes 

Some changes had to be planned in parts of the present OB ee 
ee ZA E SB 

factory outside the area to be sold to the government. The fixes Zo UZ HO \Y-AAAA 
enlargement of the receiving and inspection departments (lage 7 

to accommodate the increase of materials due to the new DAGE ZAZA 
: J A 

plant was an example of this. The change was planned WEE 

with the supplementary help of the supervisors of the ee 

departments to be enlarged and rearranged. An important “Meet Me in St. Louis” 
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